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%FT_DIR%\etc directory on Windows. E. The ftcli commands can be used to debug and 
trace the AAM agents for events that the Management Console does not identify. 

Answer: ABE 

QUESTION: 107 
Your process or service is stuck in the stopping state. Which two statements describe 
potential sources of the problem? (Choose two.) 

A. The response test is not written correctly. 
B. The existence test is not working correctly. 
C. The testing interval for monitoring is too low. 
D. The testing interval for monitoring is too high. 
E. There is something wrong with the stop command. 

Answer: BE 

QUESTION: 108 
An AAM agent fails. Where are two places AAM issues a FATAL message? (Choose 
two.) 

A. the system console for UNIX machines 
B. the Application Event log for Windows machines 
C. the /opt/LGTOaamversionnumber/log/agent/aamfile.out directory on UNIX machines 
D. the Program Files\Legato AAM Agent-domainname\log\agent\aamfile.out directory on 
Windows machines 

Answer: AB 

QUESTION: 109 
You installed AAM on a Windows machine. After restarting the machine, you determine 
that the agent did not start correctly. Where should you first look to determine the cause? 

A. the AAM console event log 
B. the C:\winnt\system32\AAM_Fatal.out file 
C. the AAM installation directory for a log\fatal\<domainName>.out 
D. the Windows Event Viewer for errors in the Application Event Log 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 110 
AAM reports one node's agent as failed. However, the agent is actually running and there 
is no indication that the agent has been restarted. What are two potential reasons for this 
condition? (Choose two.) 

A. Domain line network utilization is high, which is causing delays in heartbeat traffic. 
B. A primary node has stopped receiving heartbeats from the suspect node but a ping test 
of the node's verification line was successful. 
C. A primary node has stopped receiving heartbeats from the suspect node and ping tests 
of the node's domain and verification lines have failed. 
D. All primary nodes continue to receive heartbeats from the suspect node, but the node is 
unable to ping any of its domain or node- specific isolation addresses. 

Answer: AB 

QUESTION: 111 
You have a Resource Group defined for a two-node Domain on nodes A and B. You want 
to demonstrate a failover. The Resource Group is online on node A. All of the network 
cables are disconnected on node A to initiate a failover. The Resource Group remains 
online on node A. Node B takes over the Resource Group. 
Which condition caused this to happen? 

A. No Isolation Detection addresses were configured on node A. 
B. The verification line was configured improperly so the node did not transition to the 
failed state. 
C. The Resource Group algorithm prevents relocation when heartbeats are not received 
from any other nodes. 
D. The Resource Group's objects transitioned to the unknown state 
so it could not be started on the other node. 
E. One of the objects in the Resource Group was a shared disk data source and the SCSI 
reset could not be sent over the network. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 112. A managed IP address can be assigned on NodeA, but not NodeB. 
What are three potential reasons for this condition? (Choose three.) 
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A. NodeA has not unassigned or properly released the managed IP address. 
B. NodeB does not have a Network Interface Card (NIC) on the designated subnet. 
C. The target Network Interface Card (NIC) on NodeB is not configured or plumbed. 
D. NodeB does not have a usable Network Interface Card (NIC) in the designated NIC 
group. 
E. All of NodeB's usable Network Interface Cards (NICs) are already hosting a managed 
IP address so no available NICs exist. 

Answer: ABD 

QUESTION: 113 
You are using NFS on your UNIX system. Failover between your shared disks is not 
working correctly and an error "stale NFS file handle" is being returned. What is the 
problem? 

A. The instance number is set to the boot disk. 
B. The mount point in the vfstab file is incorrect. 
C. The SCSI device's major numbers do not match. 
D. The HOSTNAME_VFSTAB environment variable is incorrect. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 114
 
A company has a two-node AAM domain. The nodes are connected to the public network.
 
They are also interconnected by two private networks: the first is a domain line and the
 
second is a verification line. The second node fails.
 
What are the actions of the surviving node?
 
A. • Receipt of heartbeats fail on the domain line. 
• A ping is issued across the verification line, but the ping fails. 
• The state of the failed node is set to failed. 
B. • Receipt of heartbeats fail on the domain line. 
• A ping is issued to each isolation address, but the pings fail. (The node is isolated.) 
• The isolation script is run. 
• The state of failed node is set to failed. 
C. • Receipt of heartbeats fail on domain line. 
• A ping is issued across the verification line, but the ping fails. 
• A ping is issued across the public network, but the ping fails. 
• The state of the failed node set to failed. 
D. • Receipt of heartbeats fail on the domain line. 
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• A ping is issued across the domain line, but the ping fails. 
• A ping is issued across the verification line, but the ping fails. 
• The state of the failed node is set to failed. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 115
 
Where is the errors.txt file located?
 

A. $FT_DIR/error_files/UX_File_System 
B. $FT_DIR/resource_group/UX_File_System 
C. %FT_DIR%\data_source\WIN_File_System 
D. $FT_DIR/data_source_types/UX_File_System 
E. %FT_DIR%\resource_group\WIN_File_System 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 116
 
What is located in the AAM config directory?
 

A. the fatal error log 
B. the domain sites file 
C. the data source log file 
D. the AAM configuration database 
E. the datasource configuration file 

Answer: B 
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